Connect your INDUSTRIAL LIFECYCLE

Design, build, operate and optimize the future with us
Tech trends and market dynamics are driving TRANSFORMATION

Demanding an industrial value chain that’s DIGITAL, INTEROPERABLE AND RESILIENT

To prepare for the next-generation workforce and the CONNECTED INDUSTRIAL ECONOMY
Imagine the next evolution of industry
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Industrial intelligence for the connected industrial economy
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Your industrial platform

Unlock new levels of industrial intelligence and drive digital transformation

Enhance collaboration
Be future-ready
Accelerate ROI

Learn more
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Delivering a seamless experience from digital twin to digital enterprise
Delivering a seamless experience from digital twin to digital enterprise
Delivering a seamless experience from digital twin to digital enterprise
THANK YOU
Collaboration with you inspires us
Our commitment to you

Extend the value of existing investments

Deliver a neutral industrial platform

Unlock net new value and net new use cases
Announcing more great capabilities

- **SEAMLESS COLLABORATION:**
  - AVEVA Unified Engineering

- **DATA WITHOUT BOUNDARIES:**
  - AVEVA PI Data Infrastructure

- **EXPANSIVE HMI / SCADA:**
  - AVEVA Operations Control R2

- **ANALYZE EVENT DATA IN THE CLOUD:**
  - AVEVA Data Hub

And more from our partners
Unmatched collaboration with AVEVA Unified Engineering

**NEW**
- Centralized architecture
- Ease of community data sharing
- Work anywhere, see changes in real-time
- Persistent customization and 3rd party integrations

**IMPACT**
- Reduce time to set up and modify projects by 70%
- Lower administration overheads
Unified experience with AVEVA Operations Control 2023 R2

**NEW**
- OMI with a full web experience
- SVG import of industrial graphics for engineering efficiency
- Adding OPC UA methods for flexibility and operations efficiency

**LEARN MORE**
- Operations control geek track
- Expo
  - Operations control edge and supervisory
  - Enterprise visibility
Flexibility you need with AVEVA PI Data Infrastructure

NEW

• Hybrid offer from edge and plant to cloud and community
• Modern authentication via SSO reduces IT burden
• Deploy PI Server hybrid or core branches to support your data needs

LEARN MORE

• AVEVA PI System roadmap
• Expo: Techy fun zone
Analyze events data using advanced tools with AVEVA Data Hub

NEW

• Leverage MES and other event data at scale and in the cloud
• Capture relationships with meaningful context
• Real-time AI insights with AVEVA Advanced Analytics

IMPACT

• Achieve payback in <6 months

LEARN MORE

• NEW! Ecosystem track

Source: Forrester Consulting, The Total Economic Impact™ of AVEVA Data Hub; Study based on a composite organization, October 2023
Industrial intelligence-
as-a-service

- Data ecosystem
- Visualization
- Modeling & analytics
- Application enablement

CONNECT

STRATEGIC ROADMAP
Accelerate value creation from AVEVA and partner applications with an open and neutral industrial platform.
Platform strategy accelerates new value-added applications

All apps / scenarios will pull FROM AVEVA Data Hub

All sources send TO AVEVA Data Hub

Data ecosystem via AVEVA Data Hub

AVEVA apps  In-house apps  Partner apps

AVEVA PI Server

AVEVA Historian  AVEVA System Platform  AVEVA MES  AVEVA Edge Data Store  & partner apps
Seamless visualization across 1D, 2D, 3D engineering and operations data
Adding more data, more visualization, more capabilities to enable new use cases

**Standalone applications**
- Production event data
- Engineering, 1D, 2D, 3D
- Time-series data

**Integrated NEUTRAL industrial platform**
- Applications, models, application-enablement services
- Combined IT/OT/ET visualization, self-service
- Pre-defined and immersive
- Linked data, customer, partner etc.
- Engineering, 1D, 2D, 3D
- Production event data
- Remote monitoring
- Utilization analysis
- Holistic digital twin
- Project transparency
- Data science
- Advanced OEE
- Operator training
- Benchmarking

**Developer tools: New developer package**
- Industrial generative AI
- Applications, models, application-enablement services

**Time-series data**
- Remote monitoring
- Utilization analysis
- Holistic digital twin
- Project transparency

**Data science**
- Advanced OEE
- Operator training
- Benchmarking

**AVEVA**
Our software + your expertise are driving real-world change

Discover

• Roadmap sessions
• Expo booths, including Industrial AI & analytics AVEVA Connect
• Ecosystem track